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1. IntroductionThe equation(1:1) � = X�2ZZsP��(2 � ��);where P�, � 2 ZZs are r � r real matrices, is considered in wavelet theory in the contextof multiwavelet construction and in the area of subdivision in the context of Hermiteinterpolation. The solution � in (1.1) is an r-vector.Assume that P� = 0, for all � =2 [0; N ]s for some positive integer N . De�neP := 2�s X�2ZZsP�exp(�i��):Then, P is an r�r matrix with trigonometric polynomial entries whose Fourier coe�cientsare real and supported in [0; N ]s. Equation (1.1) is then equivalent to(1:2) b� := P(�=2)b�(�=2):Either equation (1.1) or equation (1.2) is called a matrix re�nement equation; P(fP�g) is called the (matrix) re�nement mask and a nonzero solution � of (1.1) iscalled a (P-)re�nable (function) vector.One of the objectives of the present paper is to characterize the existence of distri-butional solutions of (1.1). We will show in x2 that (1.1) has a compactly supporteddistributional solution if and only if P(0) has an eigenvalue of the form 2n, n 2 ZZ+. Wewill further give a characterization in terms of the re�nement mask of the existence ofL2-solutions of (1.1) under a mild assumption on P(0). (Since only nonzero solutions areconsidered in this paper, a statement that (1.1) has a solution should be understood as astatement that (1.1) has a nonzero solution.)The existence of compactly supported distributional solutions of (1.1) was previouslyconsidered in [HC] for the case s = 1. It was shown in [HC] that if �(P(0)) < 2 andthe largest eigenvalue of P(0) is simple, (1.1) has a compactly supported distributionalsolution � with b�(0) = r, where r is a right eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 of P(0). (Here andhereafter the spectral radius of a matrixM is denoted by �(M).) This result was improvedin [CDP] by removing the condition that the largest eigenvalue of P(0) should be simple.We will show at the beginning of x3 that if (1.1) has a solution � � L2(IRs) withdetG�(0) 6= 0, where G�(!) is the Gramian matrix of �, the matrix P(0) satis�es Condi-tion E(1) (i.e. �(P(0)) � 1, 1 is a simple eigenvalue of P(0) and is the only eigenvalue onthe unit circle). When P(0) does not satisfy Condition E(1), we introduce in x3 a conceptof the weak stability of a sequence of function vectors, and give a characterization of theweak stability of the solutions of (1.1) in terms of the mask.1



We conclude this section with some notations. We say that a matrix M 2 L2(IRs)(or in `2(ZZs)), when each entry of M is in L2(IRs) (or in `2(ZZs)). For a given matrixM = (mi;j), jM j :=Xi;j jmi;j j:For 1 � j � r, use ij to denote the vector (�j(k))rk=1. Also, l stands for a unit left (row)eigenvector of P(0) and r denotes a unit right (column) eigenvector of P(0). Finally,�kj=1Mj :=M1M2 � � �Mk. 2. Matrix re�nement equationsA column vector � = (�i)ri=1 6= 0;where each component �i is in the space S 0(IRs) of tempered distributions, is called asolution of (1.1), if � satis�es the re�nement equation(2:1) b� = P( �2)b�( �2):The support of � is the set supp(�) := [ri=1 supp(�i):The solutions of (2.1) are related to the in�nite matrix product(2:2) �1j=1P(�=2j) := limk!1�kj=1P(�=2j):If the in�nite product (2.2) converges on every compact subset of IRs and each entry ofthe limit matrix has at most polynomial growth at in�nity, then (2.1) hence (1.1) hasdistributional solutions.We say that an operator M de�ned on a �nite dimensional linear space (such as amatrix M) satis�es Condition E(m), when the following conditions are satis�ed:(i) �(M) � 1,(ii) 1 is the only eigenvalue of M on the unit circle,(iii) 1 is a nondegenerate eigenvalue of M and m is its multiplicity, in the sense thatboth the geometric and the algebraic multiplicity of 1 are m.We also use the notation E(m) for the set of all such operators.2



Suppose P(0) 2 E(m). Then, (2.2) converges on any compact subset of IRs. Itis further known that there are then m linearly independent distributional solutions �k,1 � k � m with b�k(0) = rk, where rk is a right eigenvector of P(0) corresponding toeigenvalue 1 (see [HC] and [LCY]). However equation (1.1) may have solutions even in thecase (2.2) does not converge. For instance, it was shown in [CDP] that if 1 is an eigenvalueof P(0) and �(P(0)) < 2, then (1.1) has a compactly supported distributional solution.In this section, we will show that (1.1) has a compactly supported distributionalsolution if and only if P(0) has an eigenvalue of the form 2n for some n 2 ZZ+. Thefollowing lemma establishes the `only if' part of that result, and was proved previously in[HC] for the case that s = 1.Lemma 2.3. Suppose (1.1) has a compactly supported distributional solution. Then, thematrix P(0) has an eigenvalue 2n for some n 2 ZZ+.Proof. Since � is compactly supported, b� is analytic. Since b� 6= 0, there exist� 2 ZZs+ such thatD� b�(0) 6= 0; D�b�(0) = 0; for all � 2 ZZs+; (� � �) 2 ZZs+nf0g:Therefore,(D� b�)(0) = X0���� 12j�j����(D���P)(0)(D�b�)(0) = 12j�jP(0)(D�b�)(0):Thus, 2j�j is an eigenvalue of P(0) and D� b�(0) is the corresponding eigenvector.It follows from the next theorem, whose proof will be postponed to the end of thissection, that the above necessary condition is also a su�cient condition for the existenceof a compactly supported distributional solution of (1.1).Theorem 2.4. Suppose that 1 is the only eigenvalue of P(0) of the form 2n, n 2 ZZ+.Then, for each right eigenvector r of P(0) corresponding to eigenvalue 1, there is a uniquecompactly supported distributional solution � of (1.1) with b�(0) = r.For the special case when r = 2, a result similar to Theorem 2.4 was independentlyobtained in [Z].The following theorem is the main result of this section.Theorem 2.5. The matrix re�nement equation (1.1) has a compactly supported distri-butional solution if and only if P(0) has an eigenvalue of the form 2n, n 2 ZZ+.Proof. The `only if' part was proved in Lemma 2.3.3



Suppose that P(0) has some eigenvalues of the form 2n, n 2 ZZ+. Let 2n0 be thelargest eigenvalue of that form. De�ne P1(!) := 2�n0P(!), then P1(0) has 1 as the onlyeigenvalue of the form 2n, n 2 ZZ+. By Theorem 2.4, there exists a compactly supporteddistribution �1 satisfying b�1 = P1( �2)b�1( �2):Choose � 2 ZZs+ such that j�j = n0, and de�ne � := D��1. Then � is a compactlysupported distribution and b�(!) = ij�j!�b�1(!) 6= 0. Further, � satistiesb�(!) = 2j�jP1(!2 )b�(!2 ) = P(!2 )b�(!2 ):Hence, � is a compactly supported distributional solution of (1.1).Theorem 2.4, together with the proof of Theorem 2.5, lead to the following corollary:Corollary 2.6 . Suppose 1 is an eigenvalue of P(0) and r is a corresponding right eigen-vector. Then the matrix re�nement equation (1.1) has a unique solution � satisfyingb�(0) = r if and only if 1 is the only eigenvalue of P(0) of the form 2n, n 2 ZZ+.This corollary implies the following known fact (see [HC] and [LCY]).Corollary 2.7. Suppose that P(0) 2 E(m). Let r1; : : : ; rm be a set of linearly indepen-dent right eigenvectors of eigenvalue 1 of P(0). Then, there are m linearly independentsolutions �1; : : : ;�m, with b�j(0) = rj , j = 1; : : : ;m of (1.1). Further, any other solutionof (1.1) is a linear combination of �j , j = 1; : : : ;m.Example 1. Let P� = 0, � 6= 0; 1; 2; 3,P0 = 14 � 1 �p3�p3 1 � ; P1 = 14 � 3 �p3�p3 3 � ;andP2 = S0P1S0, P3 = S0P0S0, where S0 := diag(1;�1). Consider the matrix re�nementequation(2:8) b� = P(�=2)b�(�=2);where P(!) = 1=2P3�=0P� exp(�i!�). Since P(0) = I2, where I2 is the 2 � 2 identitymatrix, (2.8) has 2 linearly independent compactly supported distributional solutions �1and �2 with b�j(0) = ij ; j = 1; 2 by Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.7. In fact, the �rst(second) component of �2 is the second (�rst) component of �1.4



To prove Theorem 2.4, we start with a compactly supported distribution �0. Then,we de�ne �k iteratively by(2:9) b�k = P(�=2)b�k�1(�=2):If b�k converges uniformly on any compact subset K of IRs to a limit vector denoted byb�, and if each entry of b� is an entire function with at most polynomial growth at in�nity,then the well de�ned compactly supported vector � is a distributional solution of (1.1). Inthe next lemma, we construct a special �0 such that the sequence fb�kgk obtained from �0converges indeed uniformly on every compact subset K of IRs. Further, the correspondingentries of the limit vector will be shown to have at most polynomial growth at in�nity.This will lead to the proof of the existence of a solution of equation (1.1).Lemma 2.10. Suppose that 1 is the only eigenvalue of P(0) of the form 2n, n 2 ZZ+.Then, for any m 2 ZZ+, there exists a compactly supported distribution �0 such that foran arbitrary compact subset K of IRs,(2:11) ���P(!=2)b�0(!=2)� b�0(!)��� � CK j!jm+1; ! 2 K;for some !-independent constant CK .Proof. Let r be a right eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 of P(0). De�ne the compactlysupported distribution �0 by(2:12) b�0(!) := Xj�j�m !��! v� ;where v� , j�j � m are r-vectors de�ned inductively as follows:(i) v0 := r;(ii) v� is the solution of the system of equations(2:13) (2j�jI �P(0))v� = X0<�������D�P(0)v���; 1 < j�j � m:The assumption that the matrix P(0) has no eigenvalues of the form 2n, n 2 ZZ+nf0gis used here to show that (2.13) has a unique solution.Let A(!) := Xj�j�m D�P(0)�! !�:Then, we have thatjP(!=2)b�0(!=2)� b�0(!)j� j(P(!=2)� A(!=2))b�0(!=2)j+ jA(!=2)b�0(!=2)� b�0(!)j� CK j!jm+1 + jA(!=2)b�0(!=2)� b�0(!)j:5



To prove (2.11), it remains to show thatjA(!)b�0(!)� b�0(2!)j � CK j!jm+1; ! 2 K;for some constant CK .First, we calculate A(!)b�0(!). We writeA(!)b�0(!) = X��0 c(�)!� :For j�j � m, we have thatc(�) = X0���� D�P(0)v����!(� � �)! = 2j�jv��!by (2.13). This means in view of the de�nition of �0 that all the terms of order � min A(!)b�0(!) match with those of b�0(2!). Thus, A(!)b�0(!) � b�0(2!) consists of allterms of order > m in the power expansion of A(!)b�0(!). Since the power expansionof A(!)b�0(!) � b�0(2!) only has �nitely many terms, and since K is a compact set, theinequalities (2.11) holds for some !-independent constant CK .Proof of Theorem 2.4. Since each entry of P is a trigonometric polynomial, the functionmatrix P is bounded for any operator matrix norm k � k. Let c0 := max!2TTskP(!)k andlet m be a nonnegative integer with c0 < 2m+1.Let K be given compact subset of IRs. Since���b�k+1(!)� b�k(!)��� = �����kj=1P(2�j!)� �P( !2k+1 )b�0( !2k+1 )� b�0( !2k )���� ;we have���b�k+1(!)� b�k(!)��� � CKk�kj=1P(2�j!)k� j!j2k �m+1 � CK j!jm+1 � c02m+1�kby Lemma 2.10. Therefore, fb�k(!)gk is a Cauchy sequence in L1(K). Hence fb�k(!)gkconverges uniformly on K to a continuous function vector b�(!).Consider any ! with 2j � j!j < 2j+1 for some j 2 ZZ+. Since b�(!) = P(!2 )�(!2 ) =P(!2 ) � � �P( !2j )b�( !2j ), jb�(!)j � c1cj0 � c1clog2 j!j0 = c1j!jlog2 c0 ;6



where c1 := supj!j�2 jb�(!)j < 1. Therefore, b�(!) has at most polynomial growth atin�nity, hence, � is a distributional solution of (1.1) with b�(0) = r. Further, since b�0is a polynomial, �0 is a compactly supported distribution. Since the mask is �nitelysupported, �k is a compactly supported distribution for all k, and the supports of thevectors �k, k = 0; 1; : : : are uniformly bounded. Since the sequence �k converges to � inthe distributional sense, � is compactly supported.Finally, we show that � is the unique solution of (1.1) with b�(0) = r. Suppose 	 isa solution of (1.1) with b	(0) = r which is not equal to �. Then, � � 	 is a nontrivialsolution of (1.1) with (b� � b	)(0) = 0. Applying the proof of Lemma 2.3 to the functionb� � b	, one can obtain an eigenvalue of P(0) with the form 2n for some n � 1. This is acontradiction. 3. Weak stabilityIn this section, we consider the weak stability of a compactly supported solution� 2 L2(IRs) of (1.1).It is very convenient to discuss the weak stability in the Fourier domain by usingGramian analysis. For a given sequence of functions �, the pre-Gramian matrix at! 2 TTs is de�ned as the following �� ZZs matrixJ(!) := J�(!) := (b�(! + 2��))�;�;where b� is the Fourier transform of the function �. Its adjoint matrixJ�(!) := J��(!) := (b�(! + 2��))�;�is a ZZs � � matrix.The Gramian matrix of functions � denoted by G� is the ��� matrix de�ned asthe product of J� and J��, i.e. G(!) := G�(!) := J�(!)J��(!). The pre-Gramian matrixwas �rst introduced in [RS]; the basic properties of the pre-Gramian and its roles in theGramian analysis for shift invariant spaces can be found in [RS].Let P be the given re�nement matrix mask with P� = 0, � =2 [0; N ]s for some positiveinteger N . Let IH be the space of all r � r matrices whose entries are trigonometric poly-nomials with their Fourier coe�cients supported in [�N;N ]s. The transition operatorT associated to P is de�ned on IH by(3:1) TH := X�2f0;1gsP(�=2 + ��)H(�=2 + ��)P�(�=2 + ��); H 2 IH:7



If � 2 L2(IRs) is a compactly supported solution of (1.1), then G� is an eigenvector of Tcorresponding to eigenvalue 1.At the �rst part of this section, we will show that if there is a compactly supportedsolution � 2 L2(IRs) of (1.1) with detG�(0) 6= 0, then P(0) 2 E(1). For this, we observethe following facts:Proposition 3.2. Let � be a compactly supported solution of (1.1). Let � be an eigen-value of P(0) with j�j � 1 and let l be an arbitrary left row eigenvector corresponding to�. Suppose that � 2 L2(IRs). Then,(i) (3:3) lb�(2��) = 0; � 2 ZZsnf0g:Further, if � 6= 1, then lb�(0) = 0.(ii) If detG�(��) 6= 0, � 2 f0; 1gsnf0g, then lP(��) = 0, � 2 f0; 1gsnf0g.Proof. SincelG�(0)l� = lTG�(0)l� = j�j2lG�(0)l� + X�2f0;1gsnf0g lP(��)G�(��)P�(��)l�;� lG�(0)l� + X�2f0;1gsnf0g lP(��)G�(��)P�(��)l�;we have(3:4) lP(��)G�(��)P�(��)l� = 0; � 2 f0; 1gsnf0g:Part (ii) follows immediately from (3.4).For (i), using the fact that G�(��) = J�(��)J��(��), we haveX�2ZZs lP(��)b�(�� + 2��)b��(�� + 2��)P�(��)l� = 0; � 2 f0; 1gsnf0g:Therefore, lb�(2�� + 4��) = 0; � 2 f0; 1gsnf0g; � 2 ZZs:Given � 2 ZZsnf0g, we write it in the form of � = 2`� + 2`+1�, for some ` 2 ZZ+; � 2f0; 1gsnf0g; � 2 ZZs. Then,lb�(2��) = lP(2��2 ) � � �P(2��2` )b�(2��2` )= lP(0)`b�(2�� + 4��) = �`lb�(2�� + 4��) = 0:This shows (3.3).Finally, since lb�(0) = lP(0)b�(0) = �lb�(0); lb�(0) = 0, whenever � 6= 1.8



Proposition 3.5. Let � 2 L2(IRs) be a compactly supported solution of (1.1). Supposethat detG�(0) 6= 0, then P(0) satis�es condition E(1).Proof. It is clear that the vector b�(0) 6= 0 is a right eigenvector of P(0) ofeigenvalue 1. Let m be the sum of the algebraic multiplicities of all eigenvalues of P(0)outside the open unit disc. If m > 1, there exists a left eigenvector l of P(0) such thatlb�(0) = 0. However, Proposition 3.2 implies that lG�(0)l� = jlb�(0)j2 = 0, hence G�(0)must be singular.Remark. In the proof, we used the fact that if � is a non simple eigenvalue of a matrixM , then for a given right column eigenvector r, there exist a left row eigenvector l suchthat lr = 0. This can be shown easily, when M has a Jordan canonical form and it is notdi�cult to extend this observation to the general case.Let � 2 L2(IRs). We say that that � is stable, if there are constants 0 < c � C <1,such that for arbitrary sequences a� 2 `2(ZZs), � 2 �,cX�2� ka�k2 � kX�2� X�2ZZs a�(�)�(� � �)k2 � CX�2� ka�k2:A compactly supported vector � 2 L2(IRs) is stable if and only if its Gramian G� ispositive de�nite everywhere (see e.g. [BDR] and [RS]).A consequence of Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 3.5 is:Corollary 3.6. Suppose that (1.1) has a compactly supported stable solution � 2 L2(IRs).Then, P(0) satis�es condition E(1) and lP(��) = 0, � 2 f0; 1gsnf0g, for any left eigenvec-tor l of eigenvalue 1 of P(0).Remark. A result similar to Corollary 3.6 was obtained by [DM]. Theorem 3.8 of [S]characterizes the stability of a solution � of (1.1) in terms of the mask. The characterizationwas given under the assumption that P(0) satis�es condition E(1) and lP(��) = 0 for� 2 f0; 1gsnf0g, where l is the unit left (row) eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 of P(0). Corollary3.6 shows that this assumption is also necessary for the stability of �. Therefore, Theorem3.8 of [S] holds without the assumption.When P(0) does not satisfy condition E(1), the corresponding solutions of equation(1.1) cannot be stable and, moreover, equation (1.1) can have more than one linearlyindependent solutions. The solutions can still be stable in the following weak sense.A �nite sequence of r-vectors �1; : : : ;�n is weakly stable, when the following con-ditions are satis�ed:(i) �j 2 L2(IRs), for 1 � j � n, and 9



(ii) there exists constants 0 < c � C < 1, such that for an arbitrary r-vector sequencesfv�g� 2 `2(ZZs) the inequalityc X�2ZZs jv�j2 � nXj=1 k X�2ZZs vT��j(x� �)k22 � C X�2ZZs jv�j2holds.The weak stability in L1 norm was introduced in [CDL]. Clearly, if one of the sequenceof vectors �1; : : : ;�n is stable, then the sequence �1; : : : ;�n is weakly stable.Let � 2 L2(IRs) be given. For an arbitrary vector sequence v 2 `2(ZZs), we have thatk X�2ZZs vT��(x� �)k22 = ZTTs bv�(!)G�(!)bv(!)d!;where bv is the Fourier series of the sequence v = fv�g. This observation leads to thefollowing result:Proposition 3.7. Let �j 2 L2(IRs); 1 � j � n, be compactly supported function vectors.The following statements are equivalent:(i) the sequence of function vectors �1; : : : ;�n is weakly stable;(ii) there exists a positive constant c such thatnXj=1G�j (!) � cI; for all ! 2 TTs;(iii) the matrix((b�1(! + 2��))�2ZZs(b�2(! + 2��))�2ZZs � � � (b�n(! + 2��))�2ZZs)of order r �1 has rank r for all ! 2 TTs;(iv) the matrix (G�1(!) � � �G�n(!))of order r � rn has rank r for all ! 2 TTs.If equation (1.1) has a �nite sequence of compactly supported solutions �1; : : :�nwhich is weakly stable, we say that re�nement equation (1.1) has a sequence of weaklystable solutions.Proposition 3.8. Suppose that re�nement equation (1.1) has a sequence of weakly stablesolutions. Then,(3:9) lP(��) = 0; � 2 f0; 1gsnf0g;10



where l is any left row eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 of P(0).Proof. Let �1; : : : ;�n be a sequence of weakly stable solutions of (1.1) and letl be one of the left row eigenvectors of eigenvalue 1 of P(0). Then, since each G�j is aneigenvector of eigenvalue 1 of the transition operator,l nXj=1G�j (0)l� = l nXj=1G�j (0)l� + X�2f0;1gsnf0g lP(��)( nXj=1G�j (��))P�(��)l�:Since the matrix Pnj=1G�j (��) is a (strictly) positive de�nite matrix, lP(��) = 0, � 2f0; 1gsnf0g.Replacing G� in the proof of Proposition 3.5 by Pj G�j , we obtain the followingresult:Proposition 3.10. Suppose that re�nement equation (1.1) has a sequence of weaklystable solutions. Then, P(0) satis�es Condition E(m) for some positive integer m.Proposition 3.10 was also obtained independently by [H].Later, we will use a special similarity transform ofP(0) that brings P(0) to a particularJordan canonical form de�ned as follows. Let P(0) 2 E(m) and let U be an invertiblematrix such thatSimilarity transform 3.11.(i) the matrix U�1P(0)U has a Jordan canonical form,(ii) the m �m leading principal submatrix of U�1P(0)U is the identity matrix of orderm.We keep the matrix U �xed for the given P(0) throughout the rest of the paper. Wedenote by rj , j = 1; : : : ;m the �rst m columns of the matrix U and note that they consistof a basis of the right eigenspace of P(0) 2 E(m) corresponding to eigenvalue 1. Thereare m linearly independent solutions �1; : : : ;�m with b�j(0) = rj . Further, any solutionof (1.1) should be a linear combination of �1; : : : ;�m (see Corollary 2.7). The vectors�1; : : : ;�m with b�j(0) = rj , 1 � j � m, are called the basic solutions of (1.1).Let 	1; : : : ;	n be a sequence of weakly stable solutions of (1.1). If n < m, then thereexists a left row eigenvector l of eigenvalue 1 of P(0), so that lb	j(0) = 0, j = 1; : : : ; n.Hence, l( nXj=1G	j (0))l� = 0by Proposition 3.2. Thus, n � m. Since an arbitrary solution of (1.1) is a linear com-bination of the basic solutions �1; : : : ;�m with b�j(0) = rj , checking whether there exista sequence of weakly stable solutions of (1.1) is equivalent to checking whether the basicsolutions �1; : : : ;�m of (1.1) are weakly stable.11



De�ne �n := �[0;2�]s(�=2n)�nj=1P(�=2j); and � := �1j=1P(�=2j):If P(0) 2 E(m), the sequence �n, n 2 ZZ+ converges to � pointwise and�(!)U = (b�1(!); � � � ; b�m(!);0; � � � ;0);where U gives similarity transform 3.11. Furthermore, for r � r matrices H1(!) andH2(!) 2 IH, we have(3:12) ZTTs(TnH1)(!)H2(!)d! = ZIRs �n(!)H1(2�n!)�n(!)�H2(!)d!(see [LCY]).The next theorem gives a characterization of the existence of L2-basic solutions of(1.1) in terms of the mask.Theorem 3.13. Suppose that P(0) 2 E(m). Then, the basic solutions �1; � � � ;�m ofequation (1.1) are in L2(IRs) if and only if there exists a positive semide�nite matrixH 2 IH such that(i) TH = H,(ii) the m � m leading principal submatrix of the matrix U�1H(0)(U�1)� is positivede�nite, where U gives similarity transform 3.11.Proof. Let lj := iTj U�1. Then ljP(0) = lj and ljrk = �k(j).Assume that �1; � � � ;�m 2 L2(IRs). Then, the matrix H(!) := Pmj=1G�j (!) � 0and TH = H. Further,iTj U�1H(0)(U�1)�ik = ljH(0)l�k = mX̀=1 ljr`r�̀l�k = �k(j);by Proposition 3.2 (i). Hence, the matrix U�1H(0)(U�1)� has Im as its leading principalsubmatrix.Conversely, assume that (i) and (ii) hold. Let M be the m�m leading principal sub-matrix of U�1H(0)(U�1)�. Since the matrix �n(!)H(2�n!)�n(!)� converges pointwiseto the matrix�(!)H(0)�(!)� = �(!)UU�1H(0)(U�1)�U��(!)�= (b�1(!); � � � ; b�m(!))M(b�1(!); � � � ; b�m(!))�;12



we have ZIRs j�j(!)j2d! � c ZIRs lim infn!1 iTj �n(!)H(2�n!)�n(!)�ijd!� c lim infn!1 ZIRs iTj �n(!)H(2�n!)�n(!)�ijd!<1:The last inequality follows from the factZIRs �n(!)H(2�n!)�n(!)�d! = ZTTs(TnH)(!)d! = ZTTs H(!)d!:When r = 1, the corresponding re�nement mask becomes a �nitely supported se-quence, hence, P is a trigonometric polynomial. Theorem 3.13 can be then stated asfollows: Suppose P(0) = 1. Equation (1.1) has a L2-solution if and only if the transitionoperator T has an eigenvector H with H(0) > 0 corresponding to eigenvalue 1. Whenr = 1 and s = 1, this result was given in [V].Example 2. Let fPkg3k=0 be the mask given in Example 1. The matrixH(!) = 2Xk=�2Hke�ik!is an eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 of the transition operator T, whereH�2 = ��13p3=18 �1:251:25 13p3=18� ; H�1 = ��11p3=18 �11 11p3=18� ;H0 = � 20:95313601221041 �13:65950144900945�13:65950144900945 19:79843547383120 � ;and H1 = HT�1; H2 = HT�2. The matrix H(!) is positive de�nite for all ! 2 TT. Therefore,the basic solutions �j ; j = 1; 2, are in L2(IR) by Theorem 3.13. Since P(0) 2 E(2), �j isnot stable by Proposition 3.5.In order to characterize the weak stability in terms of the re�nement mask, we intro-duce the generalized transition operator T . Let lj ; 1 � j � m be the j-th row of U�1, i.e.lj = iTj U�1, where U gives similarity transform 3.11. De�ne for each j, 1 � j � m,(3:14) IHj := fH 2 IH : liH(0)l�k = 0; (i; k) 6= (j; j); 1 � i; k � mg:Suppose that P(0) 2 E(m) and that P satis�es (3.9). Then, IHj is an invariantsubspace of IH under the transition operator T. Denote by Tj the restriction of T to IHj .The generalized transition operator T is de�ned byT : �mj=1IHj ! �mj=1IHj ; for H := (Hj)1�j�m; T H := (TjHj)1�j�m:If �j 2 L2(IRs), 1 � j � m, then 1 is an eigenvalue of Tj and G�j is a correspondingeigenvector. Hence, T has at leastm independent eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalue1. Therefore the operator T satis�es condition E(m) if and only if Tj satis�es conditionE(1). 13



Lemma 3.15. Suppose that the re�nement equation (1.1) has a set of weakly stablesolutions. Then, for an arbitrary H 2 IH,(3:16) limn!1 ZIRs �n(!)H(!=2n))�n(!)�d! = ZIRs �(!)H(0)�(!)�d!:Proof. SinceZIRs �n(!) mXj=1G�j (2�n!)�n(!)�d! = ZTTs mXj=1G�j (!)d!;we have that(3:17) ZIRs limn!1�n(!) mXj=1G�j (2�n!)�n(!)�d! = ZTTs mXj=1G�j (!)d!= limn!1 ZIRs �n(!) mXj=1G�j (2�n!)�n(!)�d!:Equality (3.16) follows from (3.17) and the fact that there exists a constant C suchthat for `, k, 1 � `; k � r,jiT̀�n(!)H(!=2n))�n(!)�ikj � C rXk=1 iTk (�n(!) mXj=1G�j (2�n!)�n(!)�)ik:Next, we give a characterization of the weak stability in terms of the re�nement maskP.Theorem 3.18. Suppose that P(0) 2 E(m) and P satis�es (3.9). Then the re�nementequation (1.1) has a sequence of weakly stable solutions if and only if the following condi-tions hold:(i) the generalized transition operator T satis�es Condition E(m), and(ii) eigenvalue 1 of the transition operator T has an eigenvector (H1; � � � ; Hm) of rank rwith each Hj � 0.Proof. Suppose that (i) and (ii) hold. LetH(!) = (H1(!); � � � ; Hm(!)) 2 �mj=1IHjbe the full rank eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 of T with liHi(0)l�i = 1. De�ne H(!) =Pmj=1Hj(!), then TH = H;H � 0 and U�1H(0)(U�1)� has Im as its leading principalsubmatrix. By Theorem 3.13, the basic solutions �1; � � � ;�m of (1.1) are in L2(IRs).Since T satis�es Condition E(m), Tj satis�es condition E(1). This implies thatHj = G�j . Therefore, �1; : : :�m are weakly stable.Conversely, assume that the basic solutions of (1.1) are weakly stable. To show (i)and (ii), one only needs to show that Tj as a linear operator on IHj , 1 � j � m, satis�esCondition E(1). The proof can be followed line by line from the corresponding proof ofProposition 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 in [S] by applying Lemma 3.15 and by replacing IH thereby IHj here. 14



The weak stability can also be characterized by the action of the transition operatorT on IH.For given �;	 2 L2(IRs), the mixed Gramian G�;	 is de�ned byG�;	(!) := J�(!)J�	(!):Proposition 3.19. Suppose thatP(0) 2 E(m). Suppose that the basic solutions �1; : : : ;�mof (1.1) with b�i(0) = ri are in L2(IRs). Then, the matrices G�i;�j , 1 � i; j � m areeigenvectors of eigenvalue 1 of T. Further, matrices G�i;�j , 1 � i; j � m are linearlyindependent.Proof. Let lj = iTj U�1, where U gives similarity transform 3.11. Then, lj is a leftrow eigenvector of P(0). Since l`G�i;�j (0)l�k = l`b�i(0)b�Tj (0)l�k = �i(`)�j(k), G�i;�j ; 1 �i; j � m, are linearly independent.Let � be a solution of re�nement equation (1.1). Write the matrix J�(!) as a columnblock matrix J�(!) = (b�(! + 2�� + 4��))��(�;�)2��(f0;1gs�ZZs);then, we have J�(!) = (P(!=2 + ��)J�(!=2 + ��))�2f0;1gs:Thus,(3:20) G�i;�j (!) = J�i(!)J��j (!) = X�2f0;1gsP(!=2+��)G�i;�j (!=2+��)P�(!=2+��);hence the mixed Gramian matrix G�i;�j 2 IH is an eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 of thetransition operator T.Theorem 3.21 . Suppose that P(0) 2 E(m). The re�nement equation (1.1) has a se-quence of weakly stable solutions if and only if the following conditions hold:(i) the transition operator T de�ned on IH satis�es Condition E(m2), and(ii) there is a positive de�nite eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 of T.Proof. Assume that (i) and (ii) hold. Let H0 be an eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 ofT with H0 > 0. The basic solutions �1; � � � ;�m of (1.1) are in L2(IRs) by Theorem 3.13.Since T satis�es Condition E(m2) and since G�i;�j 1 � i; j � m are linearly independenteigenvectors of eigenvalue 1 of T, we have thatH0 = X1�i;j�m cijG�i;�j :15



Hence, 0 < H0 � C mXj=1G�j ;and �1; : : :�m are weakly stable.Conversely, assume that �1; : : :�m are weakly stable. Let H0(!) :=Pmj=1G�j (!). Itis clear that TH0 = H0 with H0(!) > 0. This gives (ii).For (i), let H be an eigenvector of T corresponding to the eigenvalue �. Since�n ZTTs H(!)H(!)�d! = ZTTs TnH(!)H(!)�d! = ZIRs �n(!)H(2�n!)�n(!)�H(!)�d!;limn!1 �n exists. Hence, j�j � 1 and 1 is the only eigenvalue of T on the unit circle.Next, we show that the geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue 1 of T is m2. SinceP(0) 2 E(m), the vectors li = iTi U�1, 1 � i � m, where U gives similarity transform 3.11,form a basis of the left eigenspace of P(0) corresponding to eigenvalue 1. Let H be aneigenvector of eigenvalue 1 of T, and let cij := liH(0)l�j , 1 � i; j � m. Then,iT̀U�1(H(0)� X1�i;j�m cijG�i;�j (0))U ik = 0;for 1 � `; k � m. Therefore,�(!)(H(0)� X1�i;j�m cijG�i;�j (0))��(!) = 0:Applying Lemma 3.15, we have thatZTTs(H � X1�i;j�m cijG�i;�j )(H � X1�i;j�m cijG�i;�j )�d!= ZIRs �n(!)(H(2�n!)�Xi;j cijG�i;�j (2�n!))�n(!)�(H(!)�Xi;j cijG�i;�j (!))�d!! ZIRs �(!)(H(0)�Xi;j cijG�i;�j (0))�(!)�(H(!)�Xi;j cijG�i;�j (!))�d!= 0:Therefore, H(!) = X1�i;j�m cijG�i;�j (!):Hence, the geometric multiplicity of eigenvalue 1 of T is m2.16



Finally, we need to show that 1 is a nondegenerate eigenvalue of T. Suppose that 1is a degenerate eigenvalue of T. Then, there exist matrices H;G 2 IH such that TG = Gand TH = G+H. Let H1 := H � X1�i;j�m cijG�i;�j ;where cij = liH(0)l�j . Then, on the one hand, we haveZTTs TnH1(!)G(!)�d! = ZIRs �n(!)H1(2�n!)�n(!)�G(!)�d!! ZIRs �(!)(H(0)� X1�i;j�m cijG�i;�j (0))�(!)�G(!)�d! = 0:On the other hand, we haveTnH1 = TnH � X1�i;j�m cijG�i;�j = nG+H � X1�i;j�m cijG�i;�j ;which gives k RTTs TnH1(!)G(!)�d!k ! 1 as n!1. This leads to a contradiction.Example 3. Let fPkg3k=0 be the mask given in Example 1. It can be checked easily thatthe corresponding transition operator T is in E(4). Example 2 shows that T has a positivede�nite eigenvector H(!). Therefore, the sequence of the basic solutions �1;�2 of (2.8) isweakly stable by Theorem 3.21.Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank the anonymous referee who pro-vided us a simple proof of Lemma 2.10. The authors would like to thank Amos Ron for hissuggestions and comments, which further improve the proof of Lemma 2.10 and the pre-sentation of this paper. Qingtang Jiang is supported by an NSTB Post-Doctoral ResearchFellowship at the National University of Singapore.References[BDR] C. de Boor, R. DeVore and A. Ron, The structure of shift invariant spaces and appli-cations to approximation theory, J. Functional Anal., 119 (1994), 37{78.[CDP] Cohen, A., I. Daubechies and G. Plonka, Regularity of re�nable function vectors,(1995), in J. Fourier Anal. and Appl., to appear.[CDL] Cohen, A., N. Dyn and D. Levin, Stability and inter-dependence of matrix subdivision,in \Advanced Topics in Multivariate Approximation" (F. Fontanelle, K. Jetter and L.L. Schumaker, eds.), World Sci. Publ. Co., 1996, 1-13.[DM] Dahmen, W. and C. A. Micchelli, Biorthogonal wavelet expansions, (1995), in Constr.Approx., to appear. 17
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